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Abstract: Large keystone organizations use partnership models to manage their software ecosystem
partners. Although several partnership models have been developed by platform owners, smaller
companies willing to create a new ecosystem may experience difficulties to define the appropriate
features of partnership models when switching from an independent software product to an ecosys-
tem. This study proposes a partnership meta-model and four strategic patterns to operationalize it.
We adopted the Design Science Research (DSR) method. The partnership meta-model was built in
the first cycle of DSR, using a Systematic Mapping Study, and validated through case studies of SAP,
Eclipse, and Microsoft Azure ecosystems. In the second cycle of DSR, the strategic patterns were
defined through a Multivocal Literature Review and validated by using interviews with professionals.
The meta-model presents the key characteristics to define partnership models for emerging software
ecosystems. The strategic patterns aim to operationalize the meta-model and, consequently, assist the
keystone in defining the features that the partnership model will have and select suitable strategies.
The meta-model and the strategic patterns help managers creating and evolving software ecosystems
from a software product considering the impact of that transition on the partnership model.

Keywords: software ecosystems; partnership models; meta-model; strategic patterns

1. Introduction

The platform business model has made companies such as Google, Amazon, Microsoft,
Uber, SAP, and Airbnb global leaders. That model gave these companies rapid growth and
made them powerfully disruptive. In this scenario of platforms, the software ecosystem
has become essential to support organizational collaboration and competition. It enabled
the creation of successful platforms such as Google G Suite, Microsoft Azure, SAP, and
Facebook [1,2].

Software ecosystems can be defined as “the software and actor interaction in relation to
a common technological infrastructure, that results in a set of contributions and influences
directly or indirectly the ecosystem” [3]. Such actors can be classified as clients (consumers),
external developers (complementors), and platform providers (keystone). The platform
provider is not always present in the ecosystem as a single organization and can be
represented as an open-source software community [4–6]. The generation and sharing
of value among actors of an ecosystem are affected by partnerships among keystone and
complementors. The alliance formation allows partners to acquire news assets, create
innovative solutions, and share risks and costs [7]. These alliances are orchestrated through
partnership models.

Partnership models organize the relationships between the actors of the ecosystem,
structuring rights, responsibilities, and rules, such as partner access to the source code of
the ecosystem platform, restrictions of the affiliation contract, and disciplinary sanctions
for treat negative attitudes [8]. Without an adequate understanding of how to create
partnership models, organizations may fail in establishing mechanisms to attract and retain
partners, as well as survive in the competitive market.
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More specifically, designing a partnership model for software ecosystems is not a
trivial task. For example, defining the entry requirements for new partners in the ecosystem,
establishing actors’ roles, assessing partners’ quality, and resolving conflicts between actors
are usual challenges involved in the definition of appropriate partnership models [9,10].
Another challenge faced by actors when structuring a partnership model is the management
of factors that affect that model when creating an ecosystem from a software product, such
as selecting prosperous partners, enabling suitable communication within the network,
developing trust among stakeholders, ensuring the quality of solutions available on the
platform, defining subsidy strategies to attract participants, and identifying strategies to
prevent ecosystem participants from being “taken over” by competitors [1,2,10,11].

Although there is an increasing tendency for companies to migrate from an indepen-
dent software product approach to a software ecosystem, the difficulties in defining suitable
partnership models challenge many organizations, and they may fail to create and develop
their ecosystems [1,12,13]. Currently, in the literature, important partnership models have
been analyzed. However, they do not make it possible to have a holistic and integrated
view of the keys characteristic of the partnership model (e.g., conflict management and
partners quality) and its relationships, as well as mechanisms (strategies) to address the
challenges of defining the partnership model when moving from independent software to
an ecosystem [1,2,10,12]. To address this research gap, we propose a meta-model that indi-
cates the features and management areas that companies need to address to define specific
partnership models. We also propose the following strategic patterns: Platform Quality,
Support for the Partner, Participant’s Attraction and Maintenance, and Participant’s Profile.
These patterns address key challenges (e.g., entry requirements definition for new partners,
Platform Quality, and establishment of subsidy policies) that influence partnership model
definition, enabling the creation and maintenance of alliances when creating an ecosystem
from a software product.

The proposed partnership meta-model and strategic patterns enable us to understand
the characteristics, relations, and strategies needed to define partnership models when
creating a new ecosystem from a software product. That understanding supports the
effective governance of alliances between keystone and complementors. It enables the
development of successful collaborations, thus nurturing the creation and sharing of value
in the new ecosystem.

2. Literature Review

This section discusses key concepts of software ecosystems: definitions, types, and
lifecycle. In addition, it presents an analysis of partnerships in software ecosystems.

2.1. Software Ecosystems

In Plakidas [14], a software ecosystem is defined as “a common software base upon
which a network or community of users with shared interests or values has built up a
collection of derivative software products (a software market) in order to satisfy certain
needs and accrue benefits, whether monetary or otherwise”. Meanwhile, Manikas [6]
considers a software ecosystem to be “the interaction of a set of actors on a common
technological platform, which results in several software solutions or services”.

There are several other definitions of software ecosystems that address the technical,
social, or business perspectives [3,15]. The technical perspective focuses on the definition
and maintenance of the platform architecture. The social view addresses aspects related
to the interaction between the actors in the software ecosystem. The business perspective
deals with the position of the ecosystem in the competitive market, seeking its competitive
advantage and prosperity [3,16].

Regardless of the technical, business, or social viewpoint, the solutions generated in
the software ecosystems are created through partnerships between the keystone (ecosystem
orchestrator) and the complementors (responsible for developing software solutions or
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services to complement the ecosystem platform). The complementors are also known as
“niche player”, “external actor”, and “reseller with added value” [15,17–20].

It is essential to highlight that a software ecosystem can be “open source” or “pro-
prietary” [9,21–23]. Open-source ecosystems are generally controlled by a foundation (or
association) representing the community’s interests, which aims to increase the member’s
contribution to projects. In open source ecosystems, the entry barriers tend to be lower
than in the proprietary, and their members also aim to obtain non-financial benefits, such
as fame, knowledge, and ideology [6]. Proprietary ecosystems belong to private compa-
nies and are governed by considering the performance of each actor from a commercial
perspective. Compared to open source, proprietary ecosystems are more centralized [9].
It is important to note that there are hybrid ecosystems, such as Eclipse, which is mainly
open source but has private companies as partners.

2.2. Software Ecosystem Lifecycle

Understanding the current stage of the software ecosystem lifecycle is essential for
the keystone to make strategic decisions when governing the ecosystem. That lifecycle
indicates the evolution of the ecosystem, considering the partner network focus, how the
network is organized, and the market situation [24,25].

According to Moore [24], a software ecosystem lifecycle has the following steps:
birth, expansion, leadership, and self-renewal. At the birth phase, the focus is to define
what customers want and how to make the envisioned product or service available to the
market [24]. At the expansion phase, rival ecosystems may choose to compete in the same
market. Therefore, the business concept of the ecosystem must obtain a large customer
base to expand more than its competitors. In the leadership phase, the keystone needs
to maintain the authority exercised in the ecosystem and increase the ability to attract
investments from key customers and suppliers [24,26]. Partners must acknowledge that
only large innovations can fuel the large-scale growth of the ecosystem. Finally, at the
self-renewal stage, the focus is to avoid obsolescence. It is important to be aware that the
ecosystem will prosper in the long-term, with adequate renewal capacity, if it is capable to
lead continuous innovation for a long time [24].

In a different way, Rong [25] proposed a lifecycle with the following phases: emerging,
diversifying, converging, consolidating, and renewing. In the first phase, a new solution
is launched to the market; the keystone and partners provide a simple supply chain. In
the second phase, called diversifying, the focus is to promote diverse solutions in the
ecosystem, and the network of partners organizes itself as a cohesive set of allies. The
third phase of the lifecycle is characterized by the partner’s focus on specialized niche
markets. In the fourth phase, the emphasis is on the mass production of a dominant design
solution through partners that maintain close alliances. Finally, in the last step (renewal),
the partners seek to renew the “original market”, and new market niches have emerged.
In that context, there may be a substitution of the original market for an emerging one,
which will take organizations to the beginning of the life cycle to supply the new market’s
demand. In this paper, we focus on the initial stage of a software ecosystem that is called
birth or emerging phase.

2.3. Partnerships in Software Ecosystems

Historically, there is a dependency between organizations that own platforms and
companies that develop complementary solutions, since the success of both depends on
the joint innovation of their products or services [27]. In the case of software vendors such
as Eclipse and SAP, that dependency is characterized by the formation of partnerships
between platform owners (i.e., keystones) and complementors [9].

The keystone is responsible for the orchestration of the entire software ecosystem,
which includes providing the platform for that ecosystem, while complementors provide
complementary products and services [4–7]. Together, orchestrators of software ecosystems
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(keystones) and complementors operate in the market forming a partnerships network
between them. That network is formed to obtain mutual benefits [4–7].

Through alliances, the keystone seeks benefits such as strengthening the market
presence and obtaining innovative solutions [28], while complementors try to expand their
business and better meet customer demands [20]. In the context of alliances in ecosystems,
the keystone needs to determine which products and services should be made in-house
and the ones that should be created by complementors. However, although the keystone
decides to leave the development of some products or services (complements) to third
parties, it must exert influence on the complements design and production, using resources
such as API, marketing support, and professional assistance for the partner to develop and
sell the complements [1,27].

The keystone must maintain control over the ecosystem architecture evolution and
leave the architecture with adequate modularity to reduce innovation costs through com-
plements. Moreover, the keystone must protect its intellectual property and promote the
partners’ copyright protection as well [1,27]. One way to do this is by using documents
such as policies and conduct codes, as these documents guide alliances in the ecosystem.
The alliances formed between keystone and complementors are defined in contracts and
have different characteristics, depending on the type of ecosystem (open source or pro-
prietary) [9,22,23]. The main difference between these ecosystems is the orchestrator type.
A private company orchestrates the proprietary ecosystem. In contrast, the open source
ecosystem is controlled by a foundation (or association) that represents the community’s
interests [9].

In that scope of alliances between ecosystem owners and complementors, partnership
models are essential governance mechanisms to enable ecosystems’ sustainable growth
and, consequently, managing the software ecosystem partners cluster (attracting, grouping,
and maintaining the ecosystem’s affiliates) [29]. The partnership models define the roles,
responsibilities, and benefits of the keystone and its partners. These models are influenced
by factors such as monetization policy, partners’ selection, ecosystem platform solutions
quality, conflict management, and platform evolution [1,2,9,10].

2.4. Related Works

In the context of partnership models as a governance mechanism to manage the
keystone’s cluster partners, studies were carried out with different focuses. The charac-
terization of the software ecosystem partnership model was addressed, presenting the
properties of the partnerships between the keystone and its partners signed through a
contract [S1]. In addition, relationships between business strategies and revenue streams
from application developers have been described [S18].

Some studies have investigated the creation of partnerships. The influence of the
number of applications that an actor develops in his insertion in the ecosystem (ratio
between the number of relationships that an actor has with others and the total number
of relationships that is theoretically possible) was verified [S10]. Moreover, the following
topics were addressed: the relationship between intellectual property rights or downstream
capabilities (trademarks and consulting services) and the complementor’s decision to join
the platform [S13], as well as factors that influence the entry of ISVs (independent software
resellers) in complementary markets [S14]. Reference [S8] investigated the impact of
keystone’s capabilities on complementors’ motivation to create new partnerships. In
addition, factors that influence the time for ISVs to form partnerships [S7] and bridges and
barriers that affect the players’ participation in software ecosystems [S15] were analyzed.

Within that scope of partnerships, the following aspects were studied, too: influence
of autonomy and control mechanisms on the viscosity of the platform (complementors’
intention of remain on a mobile application development platform) [S19], factors that
influence developers satisfaction [S22], and managing the tension between control and
trust in hub-and-spokes networks [S17]. In addition, the interactions between barriers and
facilitators involved in the relationships between partners [S23] were studied besides the
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relationship between the organizational coupling sought by the complementors, keystone’s
opportunistic behavior, and partners’ capacities [S20].

It is important to note that value co-creation was studied too. The model proposed
by Reference [S5] addressed the complementors’ perception of elements present in the
value co-creation process; meanwhile, Reference [S16] approached the relationship among
co-creation value modes, resources provided by alliance participants, and the types of
factors (facilitators or inhibitors) associated with these co-creation value modes.

It was also analyzed the number of inter-firm relationships initiated by a comple-
mentor and the impact of the partners joining the partnership model on their respective
productivities [S4]. Furthermore, the keystone’s partner network influence on the value of
its firm was investigated [S21], and the impact of the partnership on the business perfor-
mance of small independent software vendors [S2]. The effect of control mechanisms on
ecosystem leaders’ objectives was assessed by Reference [S3].

Finally, in Reference [S12], the authors presented strategies adopted by software
vendors (complementors) and their respective trade-offs. Reference [S11] described a
framework for managing partnerships in the enterprise software industry (which has areas
and levels for partner management), and Reference [S9] proposed a framework for assess-
ing the ecosystem governance state. That framework has, among others, concepts that allow
the current state assessment of the partnership governance aspects. In Reference [S6], the
authors presented the “Software Platform Management Competency” based on the changes
executed on the “Competency Model in Software Product Management”. They identified
areas and competencies for managing software ecosystems, including partnerships.

It can be noted that the studies presented addressed different important perspectives
of the partnership models. However, they do not present in an integrated and global way
key characteristics of these models, how these characteristics are related, and how to opera-
tionalize them when changing from an independent software product to an ecosystem.

3. Research Method

The research method used in this study was Design Science Research (DSR). The
method proposes the creation and evaluation of artifacts to solve an organizational problem
or propose improvements in the treatment of that problem [30–32]. The following research
questions guided the process of creating, refining, and evaluating the artifacts generated in
this study, using the DSR method:

RQ1. What are the key elements of partnership models in software ecosystems?
RQ2. How are the elements of partnership models related?
RQ3. What strategies can be adopted to define partnership models during the birthstage
of a software ecosystem?

We adopted the DSR process proposed by Peffers [33]. That process was chosen
because it focuses on the execution of Design Science Research in the Information Systems
area and is widely referenced in the literature. Figure 1 describes the stages of Design
Science Research as described in Peffers [33] and presents how we conducted each stage of
the research. In this paper, we report the results of two DSR cycles. We explain how each
stage was performed in the following sections.

3.1. Identify Problem and Motivate

In this stage, a Systematic Mapping Study (SMS) and a Multivocal Literature Review
(MLR) were performed in the first and second DSR cycles, respectively. An SMS synthesizes
available peer-reviewed primary studies, characterizing relevant concepts on themes and
identifying the maturity and comprehensiveness of a research area [34]. In contrast, an
MLR aims to aggregate studies from the gray literature and peer-reviewed papers to
obtain knowledge from academic and professional perspectives, closing the gap between
academic research and professional practices [35].
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Figure 1. Stages executed of Design Science Research process and respective results.

The SMS was previously published in Reference [10], and its results were used as
input in this study for creating the partnership meta-model proposed. The goal of the SMS
was to investigate the literature about partnership models in software ecosystems. The
MLR was executed to identify strategies that can be used by organizations willing to create
an ecosystem from a software product, considering the impact of that transition in the
definition of partnership models. The primary studies of the SMS and the MLR are listed
in the Appendix A.

The SMS was conducted by using a hybrid search strategy [36,37]. We performed an
automatic search at Scopus Digital Library. Then, we used snowballing to complement the
set of identified primary studies. After applying the inclusion and exclusion criteria, we
selected 23 papers published between 2006 and 2018. Finally, we used open coding [38] to
identify the partnership models’ objectives and benefits described in the primary studies.
After completing the mapping, we observed a lack of theoretical understanding about
which strategies can support the partnership models definition for software ecosystems
created from independent software products.

Furthermore, the SMS served as a basis for understanding the studied phenomenon,
the main stakeholders, the problem, the causes of the problem, the envisaged effects of the
problem resolution, and the problem-solving goals. The analyzed phenomenon consists
of partnership models in software ecosystems. In that context, the main stakeholders are
keystones and complementors who are the actors of the ecosystem.

The research problem is the need to understand the characteristics and relationships
involved in creating partnership models switching from a software product to an ecosystem.
Moreover, we aim to investigate strategies needed to tackle the impact of that change in
the definition of partnership models. The problem source is the lack of an artifact that
enables, through a global and integrated vision, defining suitable partnership models and
managing the factors that impact those models during the birth stage of an ecosystem. An
artifact of that nature enables the management of partnerships more efficiently, enabling
the development of prosperous alliances, thus fostering the creation and sharing of value
in the ecosystem.

During the switch from an independent software product to an ecosystem, compa-
nies should manage factors that can generate problems in the partnership model, such
as conflicts between partners, platform quality, and partners’ maintenance and attraction.
Therefore, we run the MLR to identify practical strategies that can be adopted by organi-
zations to conduct the switch from a software product to an ecosystem and address these
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factors that affect the partnership models. The MLR followed the steps shown in Figure 2
and was guided by RQ3.

Figure 2. Multivocal Literature Review steps.

The keywords used to create the search string were obtained from previously known
gray and academic literature. The search strategy was performed on Google Search Engine,
similar to other Multivocal Literature Reviews [39,40]. To restrict the search scope, it was
taken into account that Google Search Engine presents the most relevant results on the first
pages [39–41]. Therefore, as in Garousi and Islam [39–41], we analyzed the first 10 pages
returned, and the analysis continued to the next pages only if it was necessary.

Different strings were tested on Google Search Engine. For each one, the first 10 results
obtained in the search were analyzed, and the string that made it possible to obtain more
relevant search results was chosen. The selected string was the following: ((platform)
AND (sided OR digital OR business OR product OR ecosystem OR market)). We chose
that search string because software ecosystems are implementations of the business model
based on platforms, also known as “multi-sided platforms”.

After the search, which comprised the period from 2016 to 2020 and returned 130
results, the duplicate studies were removed. Then, the inclusion and exclusion criteria pre-
sented in Table 1 were applied, and 23 papers were included. It is important to emphasize
that the exclusion of studies was peer-reviewed and agreed between the authors.

Table 1. Inclusion and exclusion criteria.

Inclusion Criteria Description

IC1 URL works.

IC2 Indicate strategies that positively influence the creation and maintenance
of ecosystems.

EC1 If the webpage is only videos, audio, or images without text, it should
be excluded.

EC2

Article from Quora, Slideshare, or LinkedIn, because on Quora and
LinkedIn, the discussion happens without a detailed reflection. Similarly,
Slideshare provides presentation material on several subjects but also lacks

detailed reflection.

After applying the inclusion and exclusion criteria in the gray literature, 23 academic
papers from SMS were added to the included studies set of the Multivocal Literature
Review, thus totaling 46 included papers in the MLR. Finally, the studies metadata (study
title, URL, and year of publication) and description of strategies for creating a platform
ecosystem (through open coding [38]) were extracted. Both authors performed the ex-
traction and discussed the differences that arose. We emphasize that the synthesis of the
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extracted information was also carried out. We explain the results in the next stage of the
DSR cycle (Design and Development), as described in Section 3.3.

3.2. Define Objectives of a Solution

This stage was carried out by analyzing the problem definition established in Stage 1
(Identify Problem and Motivate) of the Design Science Research cycle. The desired solution
is a model and management strategies that have the objective to support the creation of
partnership models when changing from a software product to an ecosystem, taking into
account the impact of that change in the partnership model definition.

The artifacts to be developed in this study (the model and the management strategies)
should help keystones and complementors to understand, from a holistic and integrated
perspective, how partnerships in software ecosystems work and what factors (platform
quality, for example) need to be managed when forming alliances. Moreover, the desired
solution needs to support the keystone in adopting strategies to treating these factors
and creating an ecosystem from a software product, as well as helping complementors
to understand what they need to do to thrive in the alliance formed between them and
the keystone.

3.3. Design and Development

This stage involves the generation of the solution for the studied problem, which can
be a model, method, or instantiation [30,42]. The proposed solution is a partnership meta-
model, together with strategic patterns to support the migration from a software product
to an ecosystem, addressing the impact of that change in the partnership model definition.
The meta-model was created through a 2-step approach proposed by Brambilla [43] and
based on Object Management Group, Inc. (Needham, MA, USA) [44].

In Step 1, the concepts of the partnership meta-model were identified in the 23 primary
studies investigated in the Systematic Mapping Study. The definition of each concept of
the meta-model was obtained from primary studies and other sources available in the
literature because some concepts were not defined precisely by the primary studies. It is
important to highlight that each concept was represented as a class of the meta-model.

In Step 2, the primary studies were analyzed, and the relations among characteristics of
partnership models were defined and represented in the meta-model. These relationships
were structured as propositions, as proposed by Sjøberg [45]. These propositions can
be accepted or refuted when analyzing the investigated context, so they are empirically
traceable and testable.

After defining the partnership meta-model, strategic patterns were created. These
patterns present strategies to help the keystone migrating from a software product to an
ecosystem, treating factors that impact partnership model’s definition (e.g., complements
and platform quality). The proposed patterns were obtained from the synthesis of the
Multivocal Literature Review. We chose to use patterns because they are widely used in
Software Engineering and Business literature to document reusable knowledge [46–49].

3.4. Demonstration

In this stage of DSR, the researcher must demonstrate the proposed artifact by applying
it to the problem context. The validation can use experimentation, simulation, case study,
or another suitable approach [32,33]. In this study, two demonstrations were carried out,
one with the meta-model and the other with the strategic patterns.

3.4.1. Meta-Model Demonstration

In the first demonstration, the application of the artifact in the problem context was
accomplished by instantiating the meta-model in three successful software ecosystems:
SAP, Microsoft Azure, and Eclipse. These ecosystems have organizations as partners
(complementors), use mechanisms to attract and maintain partners, and have as keystone
an organization or a consortium. That vision is in line with the target audience of the
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proposed meta-model: organizations that wish to create a software ecosystem individ-
ually or through a consortium, whose partners will also be companies that need to be
attracted and maintained in the ecosystem. It is also important to highlight that the part-
nership models adopted by these ecosystems to promote the attraction and maintenance
of affiliates are essential for companies to succeed during the birth phase of software
ecosystems [1,2,24,26].

3.4.2. Strategic Patterns Demonstration

In the second demonstration, we conducted interviews with 6 professionals. The
goal of the interviews was to compare the proposed strategic patterns with industrial
professionals’ perceptions about strategies that organizations can use during the birth
phase of software ecosystems. It is important to highlight that the creation of the patterns
considered the industry perspective since they were defined based on gray literature
through the Multivocal Literature Review.

As the strategic patterns were designed to help companies migrating from a software
product approach to an ecosystem, six interviews were conducted with professionals who
participated in that change type. The analysis of these interviews was carried out according
to guidelines by Seaman [50] and Cruzes [51]. First, the audios of the six interviews were
verbatim transcribed. Then, the analysis of these transcripts started with open coding. The
codes created were associated with the text excerpts, as presented in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Open coding: creating codes.

After the constant comparison approach was used, that is, the codes generated in each
interview were compared with the codes in the same interview and others. From these
comparisons, the codes were grouped into the following categories: keystone’s actions and
partners’ actions for switching from a software product to a platform ecosystem, treating
the impact on partnership models (see Figure 4). After that, we identified relationships
among these categories and the platform quality, as well as the support for partners, as
described in Figure 5.

Figure 4. Open coding: creating categories.
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Figure 5. Open coding: creating relations.

3.5. Evaluation

In this stage of DSR, the researcher must evaluate how effectively the proposed
artifacts support the problem solution, comparing the results of the previous stage (Demon-
stration) with those obtained in Stage 2, i.e., Define Objectives of a Solution of the DSR
process [33].

The demonstration of the proposed partnership meta-model and the strategic patterns
was compared with the objectives defined for the solution. As part of the proposed solution,
we developed a meta-model to guide the creation of specific partnership models for
software ecosystems. Therefore, we analyzed the meta-model to verify if its elements and
relationships are present in SAP, Eclipse, and Microsoft Azure ecosystems. The presence
of these elements and relations in these ecosystems indicates whether the proposed meta-
model can be instantiated to define partnership models for novel software ecosystems.

The second part of the proposed solution is the strategic patterns for creating an
ecosystem from an independent software product. The patterns aim to operationalize
the concepts of the partnership meta-model. Moreover, the patterns aim to deal with
aspects that affect the definition of partnership models, such as selecting adequate partners,
enabling effective communication, and establishing subsidies to attract participants. There-
fore, it was verified whether the strategic patterns are compatible with the management
practices identified after analyzing industry professionals’ interviews. The profile of the
interviewees is shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Profiles of the interviewed.

Interviewee No. Role Company Ecosystem Launched Company Information

1 Integration Manager A 2020 Market area: ERP; Annual
billing: USD 5,369,897.18.

2 Marketing Director B 2016

Market area: Financial sector;
Market Capitalization: USD

1,795,654,999.18. (Source:
Ibovespa, the main stock

trading market for publicly
traded companies in Brazil).

3 Latin America General Manager

C 2016

Market area: Digital
Experience Platform (DXP). It
is among the 3 leaders in the
Magic Quadrant for DXPs,

according to Gartner.

4 QA Engineer

5 QA Engineer and Consultant

6 Software Engineer
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4. Results

In this section, the results of the following stages of DSR are presented: Design and
Development, Demonstration, and Evaluation. In these stages, the partnership meta-model
and the strategic patterns were designed and evaluated. Section 4.1 presents the elements
and attributes of partnership models for software ecosystems. Section 4.2 displays the
propositions of the proposed meta-model. Section 4.3 shows the complete partnership
meta-model. In Section 4.4, the meta-model demonstration is shown. Section 4.5 presents
the evaluation of the partnership meta-model. In Section 4.6, we present the strategic
patterns. Section 4.7 shows the demonstration of these patterns. Finally, in Section 4.8, we
present the evaluation of the strategic patterns.

For the sake of brevity, the elements and attributes definition of the partnership meta-
model was made available at the following link: https://sites.google.com/view/meta-
model (accessed on 8 May 2021). In addition, in this paper, we show an instantiation of
the meta-model. The others instantiations are in that link, which also contains additional
information on the patterns validation.

4.1. Partnerships Elements and Attributes in Software Ecosystems

In this section, we answer RQ1: What are the key elements of partnership models in
software ecosystems? We found 14 elements that have 18 attributes, which are constructs
that represent characteristics of partnership models. These elements and attributes were
identified in the primary studies of the Systematic Mapping Study previously published in
Reference [10]. They are the basis for creating the proposed partnership meta-model for
software ecosystems.

The elements and attributes describe characteristics (concepts) present in partnerships
that need to be governed by the keystones or complementors. The goal element, for exam-
ple, is a concept that represents the central purpose of the partnership creation, and the
risk attribute represents the risks of the partnership between the keystone and its partners.
Therefore, keystone and complementors (partners) need governing mechanisms (benefits
and requirements, for example) that promote the achievement of their objectives and treat-
ing the partnership risks. The elements and attributes, together with their origin studies,
are presented in Tables 3 and 4, respectively. According to References [43,44], a meta-model
is the abstract representation of some observed phenomenon (such as partnership models)
and can be used to instantiate that phenomenon in some context.

Table 3. Elements of the proposed partnership meta-model and primary studies of origin.

Elements Studies

Actor All

Complementor All

Keystone All

Role [S1,S11,S16]

Goal
Of Complementor [S1,S5,S11,S15,S16,S18]

Of keystone [S1,S3,S6,S11]

Partnership Management

Platform management [S6,S7,S11,S22,S23]

Document management [S1,S6,S9,S11,S16,S17,S19]

Risk management [S12,S15,S17,S20]

Conflict management [S6,S11,S16,S17,S23]

Partner Cluster Management [S1,S6,S8,S9,S11,S16,S17,S20,S21]

Requirement [S1,S6,S9,S11,S17]

Benefit [S1,S6,S11,S15]

Partnership Level [S1,S6,S11]

https://sites.google.com/view/meta-model
https://sites.google.com/view/meta-model
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Table 4. Attributes of the proposed partnership meta-model and studies of origin.

Attributes Studies

Partner Training [S1,S5,S6,S11]

Partner Performance [S1,S2,S4,S6,S9–S11]

Marketing Support Strategy [S1,S5,S8,S11,S16,S15]

Communication Strategy [S5,S6,S11,S15–S17,S23]

Sales Channels and Distribution [S1,S5,S6,S8,S11,S15,S16,S18,S22]

Monetization Strategy [S1,S6,S16,S18,S23]

Network Effect Strategy [S4–S6]

Partners Profile Definition [S1,S6,S11]

Keystone Performance [S3,S8,S9,S21]

Platform Evolution Strategy [S5,S6,S23]

Platform Integration Strategy [S5,S7,S11,S22,S23]

Product and Service Homologation [S1,S5,S6,S11,S16,S23]

Document [S1,S6,S9,S16,S17,S19]

Document Management Strategy [S1,S6,S9,S11,S16,S17,S19]

Risk [S12,S15,S17,S20]

Risk Treatment [S15,S17]

Conflict [S6,S11,S16,S17,S23]

Conflict Treatment [S6,S11,S16,S17,S23]

Therefore, after conducting the SMS, the elements and attributes found in the primary
studies were represented in a meta-model enabling that companies to create (instanti-
ate) their specific partnership models in the context of the birth phase of the software
ecosystem creation.

It is essential to highlight that the primary studies address partnerships in software
ecosystems and, of course, consider the existence of complementors and keystone. There-
fore, as indicated in Table 3, the elements actor, keystone, and complementor were identified
in all primary studies.

4.2. Propositions of the Meta-Model Proposed

In this section, we answer RQ2: How are the elements of partnership models re-
lated? These relationships are represented as Propositions 1–4 (P1–4) between the el-
ements (see Table 3) of the meta-model that were extracted from the primary studies.
Each proposition is supported by evidence from the literature and information from case
studies conducted at the SAP, Eclipse, and Microsoft Azure ecosystems. In the following
paragraphs, we discuss that evidences.

P1: Actor fulfills a role, which defines how it will act in the ecosystem.

Evidence: Software ecosystem partnership models guide the execution of various
activities, such as making the ecosystem platform available, developing solutions, and
selling these solutions. These activities are executed by actors in accord with the role that
fulfills. The keystone plays the role of ecosystem orchestrator, which is responsible for
providing and maintaining the software ecosystem platform, as well as the governance
of the entire ecosystem. In this context, complementors (the keystone’s partners) develop
solutions for the ecosystem and sell these solutions, filling roles such as value-added
reseller, solution developer, or software service provider.

P2: Role defines the actor’s level in the partnership, its responsibilities, and the benefits
that it can receive.
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Evidence: Keystone and its partners (complementors) fulfill roles in the software
ecosystem. However, only complementors have some partnership level associated with
their role, for example, gold, silver, or bronze. These roles and levels define the partners’
benefits, responsibilities (requirements to be satisfied), and progression in the partnerships
[S1,S6,S11].

According to role and partnership level, the complementors receive benefits as market-
ing assistance, revenue flow, access to the keystone consumer base, access to specific ecosys-
tem information, and permission to use the source code of software products [S1,S6,S11].
Moreover, the partners (according to their role and partnership level) need to satisfy the
following requirements defined by the keystone: completion of a certification process (for
services, tools, or software solutions), not participating in a competing ecosystem, and
allocating a specific number of full-time developers to create software for the platform, for
example [S1,S9,S11].

In this context, the keystone has no partnership level. Its role defines its benefits in the
alliances, such as extending the cluster of partners, co-innovate with affiliates, and obtaining
complementary products on the platform [S1,S6,S11]. In addition, the role defines the
requirements for the keystone, such as providing means of conflict resolution, information
sharing, and effective communication between partners [S6,S11]. The satisfaction of these
requirements positively impacts the creation and maintenance of alliances.

P3: Actor has goals that are met through the management of the partnerships.

Evidence: Keystone and complementors (ecosystem actors) form partnerships to
achieve different objectives. The achievement of these objectives indicates whether the
management mechanisms employed by keystone are being effective [S1,S3,S5,S11].

The keystone seeks to protect the relationship with clients, access complementary
resources, extend the partner ecosystem, and co-innovate with affiliates [S1,S3]. While
complementors seek better access to the consumer market, better satisfy customer demands,
and integrate their products into the ecosystem software platform [S5].

P4: The partnerships management is executed through a set of strategies that enable
the keystone and its partners to achieve their goals.

Evidence: To achieve its goals (as well as its partners), the keystone uses different man-
agement strategies to attract and maintain affiliates and promote the ecosystem platform
quality, making the software ecosystem thrive.

Therefore, the keystone uses management mechanisms that range from partner sup-
port to developing and selling solutions in the ecosystem [S1,S5,S6,S11] to partner evalua-
tion, revenue models, and network effects promotion [S4–S6,S15].

Another way a keystone manages its partnerships is to use and manage documents
such as privacy policies, by-laws, and performance reports [S1,S6,S9,S11,S16,S17,S19]. In
addition, a keystone can employ strategies for organizing platform evolution [S5,S6,S23],
maintain partner solutions’ quality, manage risk [S12,S15,S17,S20], and handle conflicts in
partnerships [S6,S11,S16,S17,S23].

4.3. Partnership Meta-Model for Software Ecosystems

This section presents the proposed partnership meta-model, shown in Figure 6. The
meta-model enables a global and integrated view of the elements and attributes as well
as relations present in partnership models. These elements are represented by boxes (e.g.,
role and actor) with attributes, and the propositions are represented by lines indicating
relations between elements, for example, the preposition P1 (that indicates the relation
between actor and role).
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Figure 6. Partnership meta-model.

In the meta-model, the central elements are actor and partnership management. The
first is considered a key element of software ecosystems because it represents the keystone
and the complementors (the two actors that form alliances governed by the partnership
model of any software ecosystem). Similarly, partnership management deals with essential
mechanisms for orchestrating alliances.

It is important to emphasize that all meta-model elements and attributes are necessary
to take into account to instantiate partnership models, since it is their joint orchestration
that enables the successful creation and evolution of the software ecosystem [1,2,20].

4.4. Demonstration of the Partnership Meta-Model for Software Ecosystems

This section presents the proposed meta-model application based on Wieringa [32]
and Peffers [33]. The goal of the meta-model is to be a reference guide to create specific
partnership models for companies initiating software ecosystems from a software product.

Therefore, it must be possible to instantiate the meta-model for ecosystems owned by
a company or consortium that uses mechanisms to attract and maintain partners.

In our study, the meta-model was instantiated for the Eclipse, SAP, and Microsoft
Azure ecosystems. These ecosystems were chosen because they are owned by a company
or consortium. Moreover, although they are mature, they use the partner’s attraction
and maintenance strategies that are essential to migrate from a software product to an
ecosystem [1,2,9,10]. Table 5 presents details of these ecosystems, and Figure 7 shows the
meta-model instantiation for the SAP ecosystem.

In Figure 7, we highlight the central elements of the SAP partnership model. They are
keystone (SAP Company, Walldorf, Germany), the complementor (Partner Organization of
the SAP), and partnership management (SAP’s partnerships management areas), which is
composed of conflict management, document management, risk management, platform
management, and partner cluster management.
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Table 5. Eclipse, SAP, and Microsoft Azure ecosystems overview.

Eclipse (Open Source) SAP (Proprietary) Microsoft Azure (Proprietary)

Partnership Model Partnership Model Partnership Model

Name: Eclipse Membership-at-Large. Name: PowerEdge Partner Program. Name: Microsoft Partner Network.

Partners Roles: Strategic, Enterprise,
Solutions, Committer, and Associate.

Partners Roles: Build Solutions, Sell
Solutions, Service Solutions, and Run
Solutions.

Partners Roles: Microsoft Partner
Network, Microsoft Action Pack, and
Competency.

Roles Meaning: Partnership levels that
reflect the involvement degree of
affiliates in the ecosystem, from an initial
level with less influence to a strong
influence on governance.

Roles Meaning: Functions performed by
the partners.

Roles Meaning: Partners classification
according to benefits received of the
keystone and requirements to be met.

Observation: Eclipse’s partnership
model is used to manage alliances with
private and open source companies [52].

Observation: Partners can occupy more
than one role, and their evolution is done
through levels within each role (silver,
gold, or platinum) [53].

Observation: The Microsoft Partner
Network is the gateway to form a
partnership and does not have a division
in levels. The Microsoft Action Pack, on
the other hand, has more benefits and
does not have any division into levels,
while the role with more resources is the
“competency”, which has two levels:
silver and gold [54,55].

Figure 7. Instantiation of the partnership meta-model for the SAP ecosystem.

The keystone (SAP Company) has more than 18,000 partners and, in its role as or-
chestrator of the ecosystem, it has objective, benefit, and requirement. SAP satisfies its
objectives through partnership management. Each part of the partnership management
shows a way to carry out that task. For example, partner cluster management indicates,
among others, a strategy for partner training (SAP Learning Hub), monetization (Annual
Fee charged to the partner who fulfills the role Service Solution Provider), and marketing
support for partners (SAP Virtual Agency). Finally, the complementor (Partner Organi-
zation) has the role (Service Solution Provider), in which it has a level (Silver), benefits
(Full Website Access), and requirement to be satisfied (Satisfy the Minimum Number of
Employees Trained by Solution Consultants).

It is important to highlight that the meta-model has a level of abstraction that allows
its instantiation in different ways. Figure 7 shows one instantiation possibility, but there
are others.
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For example, the element of risk management has one risk and one mechanism for
its treatment, but it could have several risks and several treatment mechanisms for them
(including a risk management process). That logic applies to the instantiation of all elements
of the meta-model.

4.5. Evaluation of the Partnership Meta-Model for Software Ecosystems

In this section, in conformity with Peffers [33], we very if the objective defined for the
solution, in Stage 2 of Cycle 1 of the DSR process, was achieved. That is, we verify if, in
the demonstration described in Section 4.4, the meta-model elements, attributes, and rela-
tionships are present in existing ecosystems, which shows whether companies can use the
meta-model proposed to create specific partnership models for their software ecosystems.

In the meta-model demonstration, all the elements, attributes, and relationships of the
proposed meta-model were found in different software ecosystems’ partnership models.
That result shows that the meta-model can be used to create specific partnership models,
which indicate that objective defined for the solution, specified in Stage 2 of Cycle 1 of the
Design Science Research process, was achieved.

4.6. Strategic Patterns

In this section, we answered RQ3: What strategies can be adopted to define part-
nership models during the birth stage of a software ecosystem? We identified strategies
through the analysis of 46 studies from a Multivocal Literature Review (MLR). These
strategies were analyzed and classified through the codification process [50,51] in the
following patterns:

• Pattern 1—Platform Quality.
• Pattern 2—Support for the Partner.
• Pattern 3—Participant’s Attraction and Maintenance.
• Pattern 4—Participant’s Profile.

The strategic patterns were created according to the template in Table 6, based on
Hoffmann [56] and Xuan [57]. After creating the patterns through the MLR studies analysis,
they were validated and refined through interviews with six industry professionals. After
the analysis of the interviews, we generated the final version of each pattern. These patterns
serve to operationalize the meta-model proposed in this study. In this way, they serve
as reference for organizations to define their partnership model when changing from an
independent software product to an ecosystem. Table 7 shows the purpose of each pattern.

Table 6. Template of the strategic patterns.

Name: Pattern identification. Objective: What the pattern does.
Source: Origin of the strategies and practical applications.

Strategy: Action that must be taken to achieve the goal.
Practical Application: Practical examples of the strategy.

Table 7. Strategic pattern’s purpose.

Pattern Objective

Platform Quality Enable the maintenance of the software
ecosystem Platform Quality.

Support for the Partner Support the partners to develop and sell
solutions in the ecosystem.

Participant’s Attraction and Maintenance Enable the attraction and maintenance of
partners (complementors) and consumers.

Participant’s Profile
Enable the participation of partners and
customers in the ecosystem, according to

keystone’s need.
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It is relevant to note that two patterns were concluded (Platform Quality and Support
for the Partner), and two are in the validation phase (Participant’s Profile and Partic-
ipant’s Attraction and Maintenance). In the following section, we present the pattern
Platform Quality.

Pattern 1: Platform Quality

Creating an ecosystem from an independent software product requires the software
platform to be complemented with solutions from various partners. These solutions
need to have the adequate quality to avoid platform depreciation and, consequently, the
degradation of the entire ecosystem [1,2,58]. Therefore, we proposed the Pattern Platform
Quality. That pattern has the knowledge to maintain the software ecosystem platform’s
quality. Table 8 shows part of the pattern with its three strategies and practical applications.

Table 8. Pattern 1—Platform Quality.

Name: Platform Quality. Objective: Enable the maintenance of the
software ecosystem Platform Quality.

Source: References [S5,S7,S11,S15,S16,S22,S23]; References
[G1,G2,G4,G8,G9,G13,G14,G16,G17,G19,G21,G22]; Interviewees 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6.
Strategy 1: Define the platform mechanisms for integration with partners’ solutions.
Practical Application
The keystone provides documentation on how to integrate partner solutions into the ecosystem
platform, using API (Application Programming Interface) and SDK (Software Development Kit).
That documentation can be an integration manual.
Strategy 2: Establish the platform’s evolution approaches.
Practical Application

The keystone and complementors make available their product roadmap for collaboration in
defining the future evolution of their products, but without revealing critical information about
their business strategy.
Strategy 3: Define mechanisms to have partner solutions with adequate quality.
Practical Application
The keystone conducts training and provides a certification program for partners.

4.7. Demonstration of the Strategic Patterns

This section shows the strategic patterns validation based on Wieringa [32] and Pef-
fers [33]. The strategic patterns’ goal is to operationalize the meta-model proposed in this
study (as defined in Figure 6) to support organizations in defining specific partnership
models when creating an ecosystem. Therefore, these strategic patterns must be in line
with the professionals’ perspective on strategies for moving from a software product to an
ecosystem. Given this, interviews were carried out with six industry professionals who
participated in this type of transition to identify how to do it properly. After that, the results
of these interviews were compared with the strategic patters, which were proposed based
on the Multivocal Literature Review. More details on the validation (demonstration) of the
patterns are shown in the following paragraphs.

We conducted the interviews following the script shown in Appendix B. The script
was developed based on the four strategic patterns proposed. The interviews’ objective was
to verify the interviewees’ perception about how the migration from a software product
to an ecosystem can be performed. After conducting the interviews, the audios were
transcribed, and the transcriptions were analyzed by using codification [50,51]. From the
analysis, we identified a set of actions that the keystone or its partners can perform to
conduct a migration from an independent software product to an ecosystem, considering
the decisions to be made on the partnership model.

After that, we checked if the actions identified in the interviews were present in the
proposed strategic patterns. Some actions were in these patterns, and others not. Those
that were not initially included, we added to the patterns.
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Figures 8–10 show the coding process results regarding the interviews about the
quality of the platform. That process was used to analyze and synthesize the interview tran-
scripts [50,51]. We present in Appendix C some transcripts of these interviews that served as
input for the coding process explained in Section 3.4.2. (Strategic Patterns Demonstration).

The interviews’ analysis and synthesis, through the coding process, identified actions
that the keystone or its partners can perform and impact the quality of the platform.

Figure 8 shows a set of actions identified in the interviews, and that positively im-
pact the platform quality, specifically the platform integration with complements (part-
ners’solutions), and are necessary to implement Strategy 1 (define the platform mechanisms
for integration with partners’ solutions) of the pattern Platform Quality.

Figure 8. Result of the analysis of the interviews about the quality of the platform: actions that
positively impact the platform quality (platform integration with partners’ solution).

Figure 9. Result of the analysis of the interviews about the quality of the platform: actions that
positively impact the platform quality (platform evolution).
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Figure 10. Result of the analysis of the interviews about the quality of the platform: actions that positively impact the
platform quality (complements quality).

Figure 9 shows several actions identified in the interviews that positively impact the
platform quality (more precisely, the platform evolution) and are necessary to implement
Strategy 2 (establish the platform’s evolution approaches) of the pattern Platform Quality.

Figure 10 shows actions identified in the interviews that positively impact the plat-
form quality (that is, the complements quality) and are necessary to implement Strategy
3 (define mechanisms to have partner solutions with adequate quality) of the pattern
Platform Quality.

4.8. Evaluation of the Patterns Proposed

In this section, following the indications in Peffers [33], we verified if the objective
defined for the solution in Stage 2 of Cycle 2 of the Design Science Research was achieved.
That is, we checked if the demonstration (validation) described in Section 4.7 indicates the
following: whether the strategic patterns can be used to operationalize the meta-model
proposed and are in line with industry professionals’ view on how to switch from a software
product to an ecosystem.

These results show that the strategic patterns are aligned with professionals’ perspec-
tives about what strategies can be used to move from an independent software product
approach to an ecosystem.

5. Discussion

The alliances in the software ecosystem between keystone and partners are orches-
trated through partnership models, which enable the healthy growth of the ecosystem. In
that context, different perspectives of these models were studied, such as characteristics of
the partnership model (considering the definition of roles, benefits, and responsibilities
of the keystone and its partners) [S1] [59], incentives to attract partners [S5,S8,S9] [59],
mechanisms of affiliate retention [S17,S19,S20,S22], and impact of the partnerships on the
software ecosystem health [S2,S3,S21].

There are several relevant studies about different aspects of partnership models of
software ecosystems. However, it is hard for researchers and managers to obtain a holistic
and integrated view of key characteristics that partnership models need to have and
factors that affect these models when creating an ecosystem from a software product [9,10].
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Moreover, it is difficult for them (researchers and managers) to treat that factors in that
changing context, which makes many organizations fail when migrating from a software
product to an ecosystem. Examples of these factors are subsidies to attract participants,
selection of suitable partners, assessment of the ecosystem solutions quality, risk analysis
associated with opportunistic behavior, and stimulus of the network effects to attract
consumers and partners [1,2,10,11].

This work aims to tackle these problems by proposing a partnership meta-model for
software ecosystems that provide a global and integrated vision of the partnership models
properties. Moreover, we propose strategic patterns to operationalize the meta-model pro-
posed and guide the migration from a software product to an ecosystem, treating the impact
of that change on the partnership model definition. Together, the partnership meta-model
and the strategic patterns proposed in this work have practical and academic implications.

Practical implications: The meta-model enables managers and practitioners to under-
stand in a comprehensive and integrated manner the characteristics of the partnership
models and factors that impact the creation of that models and need to be addressed,
such as platform governance, risk management, and partners’ administration, considering
their role, benefits, and responsibilities. Moreover, the meta-model can be used to analyze
different contexts of the organization that want to switch from a software product to an
ecosystem, thus verifying which aspects of that change were treated or not. That applica-
bility is possible because the meta-model has a high level of abstraction and is based on
the academic and industry perspectives through different information sources (literature
review and case studies in different ecosystems).

Another practical implication is related to the strategic patterns proposed to opera-
tionalize the meta-model. These patterns have a set of strategies with respective practical
applications that can be used by keystone or partners.

Managers can use the Platform Quality pattern as a source of strategies to manage
the ecosystem platform quality. More specifically, the pattern Platform Quality can be
used by keystone’s or partners’ managers to define strategies that will be used to make
complements integration with the ecosystem’s software platform feasible, carry out the
evolution of that platform and have complements with adequate quality.

Regarding the pattern Support for the Partner, it can be used by the keystone’s or
partners’ managers to set up a support structure for the partner to have success in the
complements development and commercialization. That pattern has strategies that can
be used to help partners reach new consumers and markets, be qualified to provide
complements, and have adequate communication with the keystone.

Academic implications: The meta-model is an advance in the understanding of part-
nership models. It enables researchers to understand, in a global and integrated way,
key characteristics of these models and their relationships in the context of structuring an
ecosystem from a software product. Regarding strategic patterns, researchers can use them
as a reference to add more strategies and practical applications needed to move from an
independent software product to an ecosystem.

6. Conclusions

This research was carried out by using Design Science Research. We conducted
several studies during two cycles of DSR: a Systematic Mapping Study; a Multivocal
Literature Review; case studies with the SAP, Eclipse, and Microsoft Azure ecosystems;
and interviews with industry professionals. Through the SMS, we identified the lack of
an artifact in the literature that enables a broad and integrated perspective of partnership
models for software ecosystems. To address this gap, we proposed the partnership meta-
model, which has practical and academic implications.

Under the practical perspective, the meta-model enables the keystone’s and partners’
managers to understand, in a comprehensive and integrated manner, the characteristics
that partnership models need to have and factors that impact the creation of these models
during migration from a software product to an ecosystem. Examples of these factors are
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platform quality, conflict management, and partner administration, considering moneti-
zation strategy, support in marketing, and network effects. Moreover, the meta-model
enables the keystone’s and partners’ managers to decide which characteristics of the part-
nership model to address during the ecosystem creation, considering the reality faced. We
emphasize that the meta-model can be used in other phases of the software ecosystem’s life
cycle in addition to the initial one, because it has characteristics that need to be managed in
other phases of that life cycle.

Another practical implication of this research is related to the proposed strategic pat-
terns to operationalize the partnership meta-model. These patterns have a set of strategies,
with respective practical applications, that support companies in moving from a software
product to an ecosystem and define their partnership model in that challenging shift con-
text. It is important to note that keystone’s and partners’ managers of these companies
can choose which patterns to use according to the current challenges that they are facing.
Moreover, the patterns are flexible; they have varied strategies and practical applications
that the managers can select according to the context and problems they are experiencing.

From an academic perspective, the meta-model enables researchers to understand,
holistically, the partnership models’ properties and the impact of the ecosystem creation
from a software product on these models. Regarding the strategic patterns, it is also
important to highlight that they have several practical applications of the strategies not
identified in the literature analyzed through MLR. However, the professionals interviewed
indicated these practical applications as possible actions to manage the transition from a
software product to an ecosystem, taking into account the partnership model definition.
Therefore, these patterns can serve as a reference for researchers to add more strategies and
practical applications to make that transition.

6.1. Limitations and Threats to Validity

In this work, a limitation was the number of companies from which practitioners were
chosen to participate in the interview to validate the strategic patterns. These practitioners
work at three companies. To address that limitation, we chose companies that operate
in different markets and professionals playing different roles. In future works, more
companies can be selected as a source of professionals for interviews. We address potential
threats to validity from the perspective of interpretive, qualitative, non-positivist research.
We follow the perspective indicated in Merrian [60].

Construct validity: Construct validity is related to the precise definition of the stud-
ied concepts. The partnership meta-model was created through a Systematic Mapping
Study. The well-defined review process ensured its creation was based on peer-reviewed
academic literature. Moreover, the meta-model was verified through case studies of three
distinct ecosystems. Regarding the strategic patterns, they were created based on gray and
academic literature, obtained with a Multivocal Literature Review. After that, interviews
with professionals from different functions and companies (that operate in distinct mar-
kets) were carried out. These interviews were realized to verify if our proposals of the
patterns conformed with professionals’ views regarding the strategies that can be used to
migrate from an independent software product for an ecosystem, covering the partnership
model’s definition.

Internal validity: Internal validity refers to how much the researcher captured the
reality and expressed it in the study results. To increase internal validity, different data
sources were used. Regarding the partnership meta-model, data were obtained from
the academic literature that investigated real ecosystems of worldwide scope and from
case studies on the partnership model of three software ecosystems (SAP, Eclipse, and
Microsoft Azure). Concerning the strategic patterns, we obtained data from the academic
literature on real ecosystems and from the industry perspective by analyzing studies of
gray literature through a Multivocal Literature Review (thus reducing the knowledge gap
between academia and industry). After, we used member checking to validate the strategic
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patterns and verify their pertinence and completeness. That was accomplished through
interviews with industry professionals.

External validity: In this work, external validity was approached based on the concept
of transferability, which indicates that it is possible to learn from the results and decide
which contexts they are transferable or applicable.

To increase transferability, we used two approaches: (a) We sought to describe in a
detailed and rich manner the research method, its context of execution, and the results
obtained. We believe that such a description is a limitation of this article since the space
limitation impacts the elaboration of detailed descriptions. To alleviate this issue, we
included extra information regarding the generated artifacts on an external website. (b) We
consulted the academic and gray literature, conducted three case studies of software
ecosystems, and conducted interviews with professionals from different positions and
companies of different markets. That diversity of data sources and contexts provided richer
data and, therefore, more substantial results with broader applicability.

Reliability: According to Merriam [60], as human feelings and perceptions change, in
qualitative research, the researcher does not expect to obtain replicability of the results.
In this context, the most important is consistency, that is, that the results come from the
research data consistently, meaning that the researchers do not make any inference that
the research data cannot support. To increase consistency concerning the partnership
meta-model, data collection and analysis were carried out by the first author and reviewed
by the second, and the case studies followed the protocol indicated in Merriam [60].

Regarding the strategic patterns, the MLR that supported their creation was carried
out by the two authors to increase consistency. Besides, member checking was carried out
with professionals through interviews to validate the strategic patterns created.

It is essential to highlight that the codification of the interviews was carried out by the
first author and reviewed by the second.

6.2. Future Works

This study proposed four strategic patterns, in which two patterns, Participant’s
Attraction and Maintenance and Participant’s Profile, are in the validation phase. Therefore,
a plan for future work is the conclusion of that validation.

We believe that further research can involve new interviews considering the perspec-
tive of professionals working in ecosystems that operate in different market domains in
order to provide more strategies and respective practical applications for the proposed
patterns. Another relevant line for future research consists of conducting longitudinal
studies with emerging ecosystems to understand how they create their partnership models
and establish strategies to foster their growth and evolution.
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Appendix B

Interview Script

Research objectives: to obtain their perception, based on their professional experience,
about what a company should do to change from an independent software product ap-
proach to a software ecosystem.

Profile of the Participants

(1) What information should be understood about customers, in addition to their needs
(requirements)?

(2) How to obtain partners with the desired profile?
(3) How can the company expand the portfolio of partners to enable the expansion of

the software ecosystem to different niche markets?

Platform Quality

(4) How to enable the integration of partner solutions with the ecosystem software
platform?

(5) What strategies can the company and its partners adopt to evolve the ecosystem
software platform?
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(6) What strategies can be adopted to ensure that the company’s partners maintain an
adequate quality of products?

Attraction and Maintenance of Participants

(7) What strategies can be used to create a number of solutions sufficient to launch the
ecosystem platform on the market?

(8) How should the monetization policy be defined in the software ecosystem?
(9) What actions can be used to stimulate the attraction of new partners?
(10) What actions can be used to stimulate the attraction of new customers?
(11) How to avoid the participation of customers in the company’s ecosystem and the

ecosystem of competitors simultaneously?

Support for the Partner

(12) In your opinion, what are the appropriate strategies to support partners in obtaining
new customers and markets?

(13) What actions can the company take to help partners develop the necessary skills to
provide complementary solutions to the ecosystem platform?

(14) How to promote effective communication with partners?

Appendix C

Parts of the Interviews Transcripts Referents to the Quality of the Platform (Ques-
tions 4–6 of the interviews script).

The analysis results of these transcripts and the others, through the coding process,
are presented in Section 4.7. More specifically, the results regarding Questions 4–6 can be
visualized in Figures 8–10, respectively. We highlight that, in these figures, there are results
from the coding process made in the complete transcripts, that is, in the parts presented
here and in the other transcripts.

Interviewee 1

Question 4

“I think that, first, you have to be in an environment that is accessible, be in the
cloud,so you don’t have too many environment restrictions, have only the security you
need, right, but not have a penetration barrier”.

Question 5

“Talk and explain how the change will be. That is, what the change will be, why
it needs to exist, and how you are thinking of doing it . . . As much as you own
the platform, for it to continue evolving, you need partners, and for you to need
partners, you need to have communication in order to make engagement remain.
So when you make a change like this, you may have a problem with people’s engagement”.

Question 6

“That is very serious. That is very serious because, sometimes, because of a partner,
you put at risk the entire ecosystem, the image [ecosystem image]. Here again, comes
the question of the brand, the image. I think that: from the beginning, you make clear
the quality criteria. You do not neglect any quality step; there is pressure for that
[neglect quality] when the deadline is approaching”.

Interviewee 3

Question 4

“It is like the idea of you developing a platform that is completely extensible
and integrable, that is, the company x has a layer of exposure of the entire services
of the technological stack... With the different digital channels, for example, like
Mobile, you can make a call through API, through microservices, from Mobile,
from your... From the framework that you are using (whether IOS, Android,
hybrid, CORBA, whatever you want). You can make that call from the mobile directly
on the portal, understand?”
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Question 5

“I think that too, very important in that process, is the documentation process, which
is often neglected, and is being neglected, neglected based on the RUP, in the old struc-
tured analysis. So, you need to have documentation, especially of integration and
the SDKs (that are involved in allowing that development). You need to have that doc-
umentation minimally adjusted so that the other tip [the partner] can interpret and
can leave the other side with minimal interaction [interaction with the keystone], right?”

Question 6

“You submit the code. You submit the project, and that project is evaluated ac-
cording to the good practices defined by the platform [by the keystone] both in
terms of performance and code structuring (from the point of view of organiza-
tion and complexity, understand?)... The most appropriate way is you to implement
the revision system”.

Interviewee 5

Question 4

“Each one [keystone and partners] tests with their testers, each one [keystone and
partners] tests independently, and the moment they had this link [moment of
integrating solutions] between the two, they would have to do new tests (of that
integration). So, I think it would be interesting to validate individually (separately)
and then everything integrated”.

Question 5

“If I launch a new version of my product [of the platform], but the product of the
partner that is inside [inside the platform] remains outdated, I think I need to at
least give for the customer a notion of when it [the complement] will also be
updated. So, that planning I think is important”.

Question 6

“If I am going to partner with a company that I know do not have enough
testers or dos not have test analysts who are capacitated to check the quality
and do quality validation too, I think it might not be a good deal to do that
[make the partnership]”.

“In the contract, you should say: look, need to have a test’s coverage, your
product needs to have a 90% test coverage, and then you have to present it [the
test coverage] to us”.
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